
Ignas:
Director of Special Projects in 
Lithuania
Acting as linchpin between all 
relevant parties, organising 
meetings and providing updates. 
Acting as the Integrity Initiatives 
representative in Lithuania. 
 

VIPA

LAF 
STRAT_COM

University Vydas 
MagnusKaunas University of 

Technology

LT MFA

Country Report Policy Paper: 
Exploring disinformation patterns & solutions. Round 
table even to release paper and discuss findings. 

Current Timeframe: Early Sept.

Elves

Current Requirements:
- Clearance from Gen.Zukas 

to collaborate with outside 
orgs.

Current Timeframe: 
First week of August

Regular articles: 
On a rolling basis covering many 
angles of malign interference in 
Lithuania & the Baltics.  

LAF Strat Com to 
advise VIPA on 
policy paper. 

Collaboration 
w.Spanish 
Cluster: Nico 
de Pedro to 
speak on 
disinfo panel. 

Methodology:
To develop a methodology that can be employed 
within Lithuania to reduce the impact of Russian 
malign interference and increase societal resilience. 
It will employ research methods developed by the 
LAF Strat_Com team, expertise of the non-gov entity 
VIPA and access the academic abilities of Lithuanian 
Universities, by combining their work & findings with 
the Sakharov Centers and KUTech projects.

Timeframe: 
March 2019 

Advisory role, auditing work and 
ensuring that the cluster 
showcases Lithuanian talent. 
Ensuring gov. Remains on side. 

= Governmental institution 

LT Min. Interior

= Academia

= Non-governmental organisation 

Events 
space

Ambassador for Hybrid Actions, Eitvydas Bajarunas: The 
hosting of roundtables designed to tackle the other facets of 
Hybrid war. Bringing together specific experts to arrive at 
actionable conclusions 

Current timeframe: Early Oct. 

To be kept abreast of 
what Methodology 
testing & impact so to 
best be able to counter 
Russian narratives in 
the information space

Elves Academy: an event to 
collectively train individuals 
to work online to counter 
disinfo in the information 
space. 

Social media analysis tool. 
Current timeframe: TBD

Independently audit impact and 
success of Elven anti-disinfo 
operations

Academic Research Projects.
Evolution of Civil 
Society in 
Central/Eastern 
Europe. 

A study of Citizenship trends 
in Lithuania

Role of Civil Society in Russia. 


